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At regular intervals reports appear in the media outside of Nicaragua on the progress or lack thereof
in attempts to resolve differences between the Nicaraguan Church hierarchy and the Sandinista
government. In an interview published March 3 by Cuban news agency PRENSA LATINA, Interior
Minister Tomas Borge addresses selected questions on Church-state conflicts, and the Sandinista
government's position toward reaching an eventual agreement with the Catholic Church hierarchy.
Borge spoke with PL correspondent, Gregorio Selser. Selser: Since our last interview over a year
ago, two new factors have developed: the Sandinista government expelled Bishop Pablo Vegas from
the country and refused to permit the return of Father Bismarck Carballo from abroad. In Mexico
it was reported recently that the two sides are rapidly reaching an agreement that would permit
the return of the two prelates as well as another 12 (foreign) religious expelled before Vegas and
Carballo. However, I have seen no confirmation of those reports. Borge: Frankly, this is journalistic
speculation. However, it is true that the possibility of a meaningful dialogue with the Church the
ecclesiastical hierarchy has been opened. But these negotiations, or this attempt to search for an
agreement, with the top religious hierarchy on the part of the government must run its course. We
have stated the need for an overall agreement and not for partial or convenient arrangements. In
brief, we are insisting on the need to render unto the revolution what is the revolution's and to the
Church what is the Church's. In practice, there is great religious freedom in Nicaragua. Freedom
of religious expression was never in dispute because it has never been denied anyone. Quite the
contrary...in [Nicaragua] religious activity has in fact mushroomed since the revolution. For instance,
the number of masses celebrated throughout the country has increased, and the patron saint
festivals which have always been a part of community life have acquired a much more religious
content...Before the triumph of the revolution, saints day celebrations were truly bacchanalian in
nature... avalanches of liquor, prostitution, gambling. They were a type of collective orgy under
the pretext of religious rites. ethical-moral rules, [those] of total respect for the worship of God,
Jesus Christ and all Christian symbols. In this regard, we have banned the...industry of exploitation
of vices, of the merchants who...offered [the people] alcohol, gambling and prostitution [at saints
day festivals]. These prohibitions have fostered a new dimension to saints day festivities, that is,
participants venerate the saints and Christian symbols without becoming involved in all manner of
vices. The famous festival of Santo Domingo was traditionally the occasion for large gatherings, and
gave rise to serious public order problems: drunkenness, murder, rape, traffic accidents, etc. This
feast is now celebrated by even more people than before, but we have tried to remove the sources
of many public order problems. At first our efforts were not well-received. We believed the Church
would be very pleased with our actions to remove the sources of corruption, and thus to capitalize
on the religious dimension of these festivals. Soon, however, we realized we had injured certain
interests, or benefits that the Church derived from these festivals... Selser: There is also talk of other
cults proliferating in Nicaragua. Borge: Yes, just as there are more Catholic churches than before,
more marriages, baptisms and masses than ever before,...other sects and denominations have
multiplied. The number of non-Catholic religious...faithful has grown, something which led to the
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founding of an agency called "Sixto Ulloa." This agency seeks to promote an attitude of ecumenism
and non-confrontation, in which all religious beliefs are treated with great mutual respect. There
are also small groups, some with dubious aims, such as the Jehovahs Witnesses. [A]lthough not
directly confronting the revolution, they encourage disobedience to the law, disregard for the
national anthem, for the national flag. I imagine that they act like this [in any country]. We have
not had great problems with them. Selser: What are the basic features of the differences between
the Church and the government? Borge: The contradiction does not arise from religious activity
itself, since it has grown without any type of obstacle or restriction. Rather, the conflict derives from
the political positions and actions of some leaders of the [Catholic Church] hierarchy. Reaching
an agreement with the Church then, is focused more on political questions than on religious
ones. The specific questions arising from this contradiction ending the temporary residence of
12 foreign priests, the expulsion of Bishop Vega and the prohibition on Carballos' return will be
discussed when a general agreement is obtained. We did not expel Bishop Vega on the basis of
caprice...[T]he day after the US Congress approved $100 million in contra aid, implying a new and
serious...escalation of aggression against our country, Bishop Vega seemingly by tacit or express
agreement with Washington gave a press conference supporting that decision. We viewed his
actions as intolerable... independently of who he was. He could have been a tailor, a taxi driver or
a shoemaker. We argued that if Vega identified so closely with the counterrevolution to the extent
of praising the government that is supporting a bloody war against Nicaragua by providing more
money to feed and sustain it, he should go and serve the contras directly as their chaplain and we
would facilitate him in joining the mercenaries. At that time Carballo was outside the country,
and assuming a similar position. We then decided not to permit him reentry into Nicaragua, as
an example of our conviction, of our refusal to go on tolerating the continual challenge issued
daily from those sectors of the Church hierarchy against us, our people and our revolution. The
same happened with Radio Catolica, which daily defied the...law and the agencies charged with its
enforcement. If the Radio was asked not to transmit something, it transmitted it. If it was asked to
transmit something, it refused. These challenges and provocations reached such a level we were
forced to close it down, temporarily. Selser: What would be included in the general agreement?
Borge: First, we are reaffirming our position in favor of religious freedom in Nicaragua. Second,
respect for the law, revolutionary legality. I believe if those two questions are accepted by both sides,
there will be a general agreement, and if this occurs, we could resolve specific questions. Among
such questions are the reopening of Radio Catolica on the basis of respect for the law, of recognition
of the state's existence, of a government that cannot be ignored by the Church hierarchy or anyone
else, and of refraining from anything which contravenes the law. The Church leaders must take
into account that we exist and must respect us. If we address all these specific questions without
first coming to terms with a general agreement, we will continue to have the same problems. Those
gentlemen will continue their provocations and challenges. Just as we recognize the Church's
legality and its religious and confessional authority, they must recognize and respect the existence
of a revolutionary government and its political practices. When this basis of mutual respect is
established, other points will resolve themselves. Selser: So news reports on the Church-state
discussions have been incorrect. Borge: Thus far, there have been no agreements on the return of
Vega and Carballos, the reopening of Radio Catolica, or on other matters. We have not yet reached a
general agreement. We are making efforts to hold more frequent meetings. The state is represented
by Rene Nunez, Secretary of the Presidency's National Directorate. It is not our fault the meetings
have not been as frequent as we would wish... It would seem that some members of the Church
hierarchy are reluctant to reach an agreement with a government in danger of survival... Selser:
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A government that could be defeated at any time if the Marines landed? Borge: Some also have
that hope. Perhaps when peace is consolidated, when in eyes of opposition religious sectors the
revolution is consolidated, when they see it is a truly irreversible process, then it will be easier to
reach an agreement... Selser: When you speak of the Church's respect for the state and revolutionary
law, do you mean the laws emanating directly from constitutional precepts, or something more
general? Borge: I mean all laws...I, as Interior Minister, find myself sometimes obliged to comply
with laws I do not agree with. If I had the power to change them, I would change them, but while
such laws exist I am obliged to respect them. They are the result of a process that cannot be altered
by one person's will. For the same reason the priests have a duty to adjust to the laws, without
exception, and not to make their obedience conditional on their agreement with particular laws, and
thus opposing those laws they dislike.

-- End --
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